tures specific to this KIF-M class may reflect the minor
In this paper, to elucidate the mechanism of MT depolymerization by KIF-Ms, we have solved the crystal differences in the catalytic core and/or the class-specific neck. However, it remains unclear how these KIF-Mstructure of the minimal functional domain of mouse KIF2C, a member of KIF-M, in two different nucleotide specific behaviors are produced from the small structural differences in the catalytic core.
states: AMP-PNP bound state and ADP bound state.
catalytic core is the same as found in other KIFs. The ATP analog (discussed below). We chose KIF1A because it is the only KIF whose atomic structure is solved both in ADP bound and ATP analog bound states and The construct used for the crystallization is the minimal because its catalytic core shares 36% identity and 50% functional domain determined by systematic mutational similarity with KIF2C, the highest of all the motors with analysis and contains the catalytic core and the precedstructures available. In fact, the overall structure of ing 50 aa of the N-terminal neck specifically conserved KIF2C was most similar to KIF1A, and therefore we used among KIF-Ms. Its crystal structure revealed that seven KIF1A as the initial structure for the molecular replaceregions form the class-specific structure, significantly ment. Furthermore, the decoration of the MT with the different from other classes of KIFs: L2, ␣2-L5, L8-␣3-KIF1A catalytic core does not depolymerize the MT, but L9, L10, L11-␣4-L12, ␣6, and the class-specific neck ␣0.
rather stabilizes the MT (Y.O., unpublished data). The Based on these structural features and the results of comparison with KIF1A, therefore, will clarify the strucour mutational analyses and the previously published tural features required for the destabilization of MTs. studies, we propose a structural model for the mecha- Figure 4G ). This minimal functional domain of sheets: L2, ␣2-L5, L8-␣3-L9, L10, L11-␣4-L12, ␣6, and KIF2C (S183-S585, Figure 1A ) was crystallized in the the class-specific neck ␣0. These regions correspond presence of either ADP or AMP-PNP. For both condito the clusters of the residues conserved among KIFtions, we have obtained crystals and their structures Ms ( Figures 1A-1C ). In the following paragraphs, we were solved (Table 1) . The refined KIF2C models (Figures briefly describe the structural features of these regions in this order. It should be noted here that most of the 1B and 1C) revealed that the overall structure of KIF2C significantly shorter L10 loop of KIF2C (and all other The KVD motif in L2 is the most significant cluster of KIF-Ms) is consistent with this idea because it lacks the class-specific residues. The residues before and after neck ␤ sheet of the N-type KIFs (Figure 2A ). the KVD motif are well conserved among KIF-Ms, and
The main MT binding helix, ␣4, of KIF2C is elongated they form additional sheet structures, ␤1b and ␤1c in by one turn to the L11 side ( Figure 2A ) and is tilted the atomic structure of KIF2C. These ␤ sheets extend 5Њ compared with that of KIF1A in the ADP form. This the preceding and the following ␤ sheets, ␤1a and ␤2, structural divergence is much larger in the AMP-PNP and form a two-stranded antiparallel ␤ sheet structure.
form; ␣4 of KIF2C in the AMP-PNP form is tilted about These ␤ sheets are connected by a turn formed by the 30Њ compared with that of KIF1A in the ATP-like form KVD motif (Lys293, Val294, and Asp295). Thus, this re-(data not shown). The class-specific residues (Asp502-gion makes a rigid, finger-like protrusion extending out Arg506) at the end of L11 are wound up into the ␣4 helix from the catalytic core. As discussed below, this KVD ( Figures 1A and 1B) , which reduces the length and the motif in L2 plays a critical role in the activity of KIF-M. flexibility of the second MT binding loop, L11. The rotaWe therefore named this class-specific protrusion KVDtion of the ␣4 helix is supported by the elongation of finger. It should be noted that this L2 region is much the ␣6 helix. The class-specific residue Glu583 at the C shorter in other KIFs and has a flexible loop structure.
terminus of the ␣6 helix may contribute to this elonIn contrast, the KVD-finger of KIF-M is more than twice gation. Glu521, Ile523, and Arg524 of ␣4 and Arg580, as long and has a rigid structure. Most of the KVD-finger Val581, and Glu583 of ␣6 are conserved among KIF-Ms has a two-stranded antiparallel ␤ sheet structure, and (Ile523, Arg580, and Val581 are not specific to KIF-Ms, the proximal part of the finger interacts with the catalytic see Figure 1A ) and are in proximity to each other (Figure core and proximal part of the neck helix (discussed 1B). The electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions below, Figure 3A) . among them stabilize the class-specific configuration The ␣2 helix is interrupted by loop L5 in all KIFs. This of ␣4. loop is larger in KIF2C than in KIF1A (and KIF5B). This loop is one of the clusters of family-specific residues
The Family-Specific Neck of KIF2C Forms a Long ( Figures 1A and 1C) . Furthermore, the C-terminal end Helical Structure, Extending Vertically Down of helix ␣2 (␣2b) is kinked by the family-specific residue, to the Microtubule Pro384 ( Figure 2B ). The family-specific L5 loop and ␣2b
Both KIF2 and KIF24 family members have family-specific neck regions in the N terminus of the catalytic core. helix dislocate the main part of the ␣2 helix about 10Њ structure, but this region was disordered and it was not possible to trace. The most proximal part of the neck helix (␣0a) is also disordered in the ADP form of KIF2C. Even so, the distal part of the neck helix (␣0b) has the same conformation as in the AMP-PNP form ( Figure 3A) . We cannot exclude the possibility that this conformation of the neck helix is an artifact of crystallization. However, even if the conformation is artificially stabilized by the crystal packing, we can safely say that the kink at Pro243 has a tendency to turn the neck-helix ␣0b toward the microtubule rather than in other directions.
This vertical extension of the neck helix ␣0b is supported by the interaction between the neck helix and the base of the KVD-finger. Glu240, in the neck helix, and Lys282, in the KVD-finger, are well conserved in the KIF2 family ( Figure 1A ) and are in close proximity in the atomic model. Furthermore, the following residues, Cys241 and Cys283, form a disulfide bond. However, since disulfide bonds are rare in cytoplasmic proteins, and these cysteines are not conserved even within the KIF2C subfamily, the disulfide bond itself may not be essential. The well-conserved KIF2-specific residues around these cysteines may link the two major class-or family-specific structures: the KVD-finger and the neck helix. In any case, the KIF2 family-specific neck helix adopts a conformation very different from other classes of KIFs. The neck helices of KIF-Cs and KIF-Ns are known to take various conformations, but they tend to extend in parallel to or away from the microtubule. The neck of KIF2 is directed toward the microtubule by the kink in the proximal half of the neck helix and may be stabilized by residues around the kink and on the KVD-finger. position of the ␣4 helix of KIFs change according to the nucleotide in the nucleotide binding pocket. All known kinesin structures of the switch II complex (L11-␣4-L12) Although the amino acid sequences are not well conserved between the KIF2 and KIF24 families, the neck can be classified as the "up" conformation or the "down" conformation. The "up" conformation is considered to regions of both families are enriched with positively charged residues. Unlike the neck regions of KIF-Ns, be stabilized by the interaction between the ␥-phosphate and the switch I loop, L9, and the switch II loop, the neck of KIF2C has a rigid, well-defined structure. The proximal half of the neck, Asn225-Asp248, has a L11 (Kikkawa et al., 2001). However, the switch II complex of KIF2C adopts the "down" conformation with long helical structure, ␣0, with a kink at the highly conserved, family-specific residue, Pro243 ( Figure 3A) . AMP-PNP in the nucleotide binding pocket. This may be due to the lack of interaction between the switch I Through this kink, the helix changes direction and extends vertically down to the MT. The distal half of the loop, L9, and the ␥-phosphate. The switch I loop, L9, is dislocated by the rotation of the preceding helix, ␣3 neck, Ser183-Phe223, is predicted to form a helical Figure 5A ). This in silico structure agrees well with the depolymerization activity in vivo using cultured COS cells.
The ATP Binding Pocket of KIF2C Is Trapped in
high-resolution electron-micrographic structure (Kikkawa et al., 2001). We, therefore, tried the same in silico As reported previously with MCAK, the 50 aa neck is necessary for the full activity of KIF2C (Figure 4) . The docking strategy with the models of KIF2C and the MT protofilament. Since the ADP and AMPPNP structures deletion of the distal 20 aa resulted in partial loss of activity. Only very weak MT depolymerization activity of KIF2C are essentially same, we tried only AMPPNP structure for docking, but it does not fit well with the remained in the construct E234-S585, which lacked most of the neck (only the proximal half of the neck MT protofilament due to deformations on the MT binding surface. The ␣4 helix can be placed into the intradimer a0b helix remains in the construct). Thus, the neck-less KIF2C does have MT depolymerization activity, but it is groove as with KIF1A and appears to be stabilized by the interaction among the residues of ␣4 and tubulin very weak, especially in vivo. Interestingly, the remaining MTs were massively decorated with the neck-less KIF2C ( Figure 5B ), but other regions of KIF2C collide with the surface of the MT. The plus end half of the MT binding ( Figure 4D ). This indicates that the neck-less KIF2C can bind to the side wall of MTs. This is consistent with the surface of KIF2C can be fitted onto the MT surface without collision when the catalytic core is shifted 0.5 previous results with the neck-less PfKinI. The neckless PfKinI has been shown to decorate the side wall of nm to the MT plus end and 0.5 nm away from the MT (Figures 5C and 5E ). The minus end half of the MT bindthe MTs (Moores et al., 2002, 2003) .
In contrast to the neck mutants, KVD mutants only ing surface can be fitted on the MT surface without interference when the catalytic core is shifted 0.5 nm to showed lower MT depolymerization activity and the remaining MTs were not decorated with KIF2C ( Figure 4F) . the MT minus end and rotated 11 deg (Figures 5D and  5F ). Quite suggestively, these two configurations exactly Even a single point mutation in one of the KVD residues To explain the preferential binding of KIF-M to the ends of MTs, we surmised that KIF-M might preferenwall, but it cannot bind tightly to the MT as found with other KIFs, but it has two weakly binding configurations tially bind to the curved conformation of the protofilament. In the curved conformation, the lateral interaction ("frustrated binding," Supplemental Movies S1-S3 at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/116/4/591/DC1). of the protofilament is broken, and the neck no longer interferes with the adjacent protofilament. When the The family-specific neck further destabilizes this unstable binding. Our structure suggests that the proximal atomic model of KIF2C is docked with the atomic model of the curved protofilament (taken from the stathminhalf of the neck forms a rigid structure extending out toward the MT, and that the distal half will be wobbling tubulin complex 1FFX, Gigant et al., 2000), the MT binding surface of the catalytic core now fits well to the near or in the side groove of the protofilament (schematically shown as green cylinders in Figure 5B ). The surface of the three-dimensionally twisted conformation of the helically curved protofilament (Figures 5G and 5H) . N-terminal domain of the wild-type protein that precedes this neck will thus sterically interfere with the The deformations in the surface caused by the classspecific residues of KIF2C are complimentary to the adjacent protofilament. In this configuration, the cluster of the positively charged residues on the distal half of deformations caused by the curved conformation of the protofilament. For example, the direction and degree the neck will come in close proximity to the negatively charged C-terminal E hook of tubulin. This electrostatic of rotation of ␣4 of KIF2C exactly fit the twist of the protofilament. The residues in the intradimer groove surbinding between the neck and the microtubule will allow one-dimensional diffusion as demonstrated with KIF1A rounding the end of the ␣4 helix come in closer contact by the curling of the protofilament (Figures 5H-5J ). Fur- (Okada and Hirokawa, 2000) . Thus, the neck will play two roles in targeting KIF2 to the MT end by inhibiting thermore, two new contacts between the catalytic core and the tubulin subunits are allowed in this docked the binding to the MT side wall and by facilitating the one-dimensional diffusion. Although the amino acid sestructure ( Figure 5G , Supplemental Movies S4-S6 on Cell website). On the plus end side, the negatively quence of the neck is not conserved between KIF2 and KIF24, the neck region of KIF24 is similar in length and charged residues Asp414 and Glu415 on H11 of ␤-tubulin now come closer to the conserved residues has a characteristic cluster of positively charged residues on the distal part of the neck. Thus, the neck of Lys414 and Arg416 on L8 (more precisely ␤5a) of the catalytic core ( Figure 5H ). This interaction pulls L8 away from the catalytic core and also stabilizes the curved conformation of the protofilament. On the minus end side, the KVD residues at the tip of the KVD-finger now reach the interdimer groove and bridge Asp414 on the H11-H12 linker of ␤-tubulin to the Ile195 on the interdimer groove of ␣-tubulin (Figures 5H and 5I) . 
-F) Fluorescent micrographs of cells expressing EYFP-fused KIF2 mutants (green) stained for MTs (red). (A) KIF2A full length. (B) KIF2C full length. (C) KIF2C S183-S585 (neck ϩ core). (D) KIF2C E234-S585 (core only). (E) KIF2C E234-S585

